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Abstract

Continuous detection and efficient monitoring of Out-
Of-Stock (OOS) of products in retail environments is a key
factor to improve stores profits. Traditional methods re-
quire labour-intensive human work dedicated to checking
for products to refill raising the requirement of automatic
solutions to detect OOS. In this work, we focus on the
problem of OOS detection from an egocentric perspective
proposing a new weak annotation of the EgoCart dataset.
We benchmark the considered challenge employing a deep
learning approach for the detection of OOS areas. Specif-
ically, we train a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to
predict attention maps useful to find OOS in retail areas
and hence suggest the retail employers where to intervene.
We evaluate results with both objective measures and a sub-
jective analysis provided by human which has reviewed the
obtained OOS attention maps. The achieved performance
demonstrates that the proposed pipeline is promising to help
the refilling process in the retail domain.

1. Introduction
One of the goals of retail stores, such as supermarkets

and convenience stores, is to avoid the loss of sales opportu-
nities in order to maximise profits. In this context, monitor-
ing on-shelf availability is a key factor for improving stores
profits, because Out-Of-Stock (OOS) of products are often
the main reasons for losses. In this paper, the term OOS is
used to refer to a visible lack of one or more products on a
shelf (i.e, a visible hole in a shelf). To keep high on-shelf
availability, store clerks have to continuously walk around
stores to monitor and stock up missing products. This ac-

tivity requires a high human effort, which makes urgent the
development of detection methods to automatically report
on OOS. Hence, in this paper, we propose to use egocentric
video acquired with shopping carts by retail customers with
the aim to face the OOS detection problem.

With the availability of big dataset and machine learn-
ing solutions, many successful algorithms for object detec-
tion have been developed [16][8][17][9], but they usually
require fine-grained annotation of a huge amount of data for
proper training in a new domain. Since the annotation task
is very time-expensive, in the last years weak supervised
learning algorithms and weak data annotation have become
very attractive [26] [24] [25].

This drove us to propose a new weak annotation for the
EgoCart dataset [23] (which includes video frames acquired
in a retail environment) to study the problem of OOS of
products. We also propose to benchmark the OOS prob-
lem by training a Convolutional Neural Network to predict
attention maps that highlight OOS in the shelves. Results
demonstrate that OOS detection can be automatised using
data from an egocentric perspective with good accuracy to
help better managing of retails spaces.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follow: in
Section 2 we present related work on the OOS detection
problem; Section 3 describes the proposed weak annota-
tion for the EgoCart dataset; Section 4 presents the pro-
posed methods; Section 5 reports experimental settings and
results; Section 6 reports conclusions and suggestions for
future works.

2. Related Work
Scene understanding is a fundamental ability of hu-

mans which allow them to explore the world, learn and
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Figure 1. Examples of images belonging to the EgoCart Dataset.

act. Studies have been performed to recognize scene
context categories [1], distinguish food vs non-food im-
ages [15, 4], detect objects by exploring the domain adap-
tation paradigm [14], as well as to understand humans from
images acquired with an egocentric perspective to recog-
nise personal contexts of interest [6] and to localize them in
a store [22].

In retail environments, the main goal is to understand the
scene from a customers’ point of view in order to infer the
behaviour of users during their shopping, and hence better
manage the spaces. Recent studies in this context have con-
sidered image sequences acquired with cameras mounted
on shopping carts carried by retail’s customers [20].

In a retail scenario, the continuous monitoring and de-
tection Out-Of-Stock (OOS) of products is a key factor to
better manage the spaces and to improve stores profits. In
the last decade, several strategies for automatic OOS de-
tection in retail environments have been proposed. Some
approaches were quite simple and employed physical sen-
sors or analytical observations [7][12][13]. More recently,
image processing techniques have been employed [11][19]
to achieve better performance. On the other hand, the most
recent works in the field proved that deep learning strate-
gies outperform previous approaches on solving this task
[10][3]. However, publicly benchmark datasets to study the
OOS problem are still missing.

In 2006, Hausruckinger [7] proposed to count items’
sales on a daily basis. The main assumption of the work
was that if for a given product no items were sold, then it is
to be considered as OOS. In 2007, Ngai et al. [12] proposed
to use a Radio-Frequency Identification technology (RFID)
to track products in real time. This allowed to monitor the
availability of on-shelf products and hence refill OOS. Pa-
pakiriakopoulos et al. [13] proposed a machine learning-
based approach which used data available in the store infor-
mation system to check the availability of products.

Moorthy et al. [11] suggested an algorithm based on fea-
ture matching which employs Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) in order to identify and count front-facing products
and to reveal OOS. The authors of [19] proposed a super-
vised learning approach for OOS detection exploiting tex-

ture, colour and geometry features together with cascade
classifiers and a Support-Vector Machine (SVM) for classi-
fication of the potential OOS areas. In 2019, Higa et al. [10]
presented a work where shelves were monitored through a
CNN to detect and classify the changes in products amount
using images acquired by surveillance cameras.

In [3] the authors proposed an Out-Of-Stock detection
system which consists of two phases: in the first phase,
the objects in the shelves were identified by using Faster R-
CNN[17] detector; in the second phase, authors employed
classical descriptors based on Canny edge detector, grey
level co-occurrence matrix and colour features to perform
the actual OOS detection.

Differently from previous works, we propose to deal
with the OOS detection problem starting from images cap-
tured by a camera mounted in shopping carts. Hence, in
this study we employ a new weak annotation of the Ego-
Cart dataset [23] and we benchmark it employing a deep
learning based approach to detect OOS areas.

3. Dataset

In this work, we build on the publicly available Ego-
Cart dataset which contains images of a retail environment
[23]. Images have been obtained by mounting a camera
connected to a laptop on a shopping cart and then extract-
ing frames from the collected videos at a frame rate of 3
fps. Some examples of images belonging to the EgoCart
dataset are shown in Figure 1. The dataset contains a total
of 19531 images with a resolution of 1280× 720 pixels and
the related depth maps.

In order to consider the problem of OOS in the retail do-
main, we have manually re-annotated the EgoCart dataset.
We used a weak annotation procedure for labelling each
OOS with an approximate position of its centre (see Fig-
ure 2). An amount of 8255 RGB images has been annotated
with a total of 19079 OOS areas. The remaining 11276
frames of the EgoCart dataset do not contain any OOS and
are useful to both provide training signal for those case do
not present OOS, as well as for testing the accuracy in terms
of false positive for OOS detection. For each frame, we
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Figure 2. (a) Images annotated with OOS areas (see the red points); (b) Ground truth attention maps obtained using distance transform; (c)
Predicted attention maps using the proposed approach

.

have asked two annotators to click approximately at the cen-
tre of OOS. Hence, the final annotated dataset presents a set
of images annotated with the coordinates of the holes rep-
resenting an OOS in these images.

It is important to note that since the acquisition have
been done in a real retail store scenario, the human man-
ual annotation of OOS results in a very challenging task;
this is due to perspective issues, shelf type, lighting and
product placement. Thus, the problem of detecting OOS
from images reveals to be highly subjective. The proposed
OOS dataset is publicly available at the following URL:
https://iplab.dmi.unict.it/OOS/.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no other annotated
dataset to study the problem of OOS detection in retail en-
vironment [21].

4. Method
In this section, we describe the approach used to bench-

mark the task of OOS detection in retail environments.
We have explored a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
based on the U-Net architecture [18]. The CNN was trained
to predict attention maps that represent the presence of OOS
in certain areas of the shelves. We replace the last layer of
the original U-Net with three convolutional layers to obtain
single-channel attention maps as output of the network. As
ground truth to train the network, we do not use the raw

coordinates of the OOS, but a mid-level representation ob-
tained with the followings steps. Firstly, we generate a bi-
nary mask where 1 values identify the OOS positions. Then,
we compute the distance transform on such binary mask to
get a ground truth attention map to be used as a training
signal for the CNN.

The distance transform is an image representation based
on a distance metric. It converts a binary digital image, con-
sisting of feature (1 values) and non-feature pixels (0 val-
ues), into an image where all the pixels have a value corre-
sponding to the distance to the nearest feature pixel [2]. The
new intensity value D(x) of the element located at position
x of the image is obtained as following [5]:

D(x) = min
f∈F

d(x, f) (1)

where F is the set of feature pixels coordinates and d is
a distance function. For our purpose, we use the Euclidean
distance as metric d and define F as the set of OOS coordi-
nates.

Then, the generated attention map D is normalised in the
range [0, 1] as following (see Figure 2):

D̃(x) =
D(x)−min(D)

max(D)−min(D)
(2)
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Figure 3. Examples of incorrect predictions (top row) and respective ground truth maps (bottom row).

Pixels colour gradients are proportional to maps intensity
values. Examples of attention maps generated in this way
from EgoCart images are shown in Figure 2. The top row
shows an example where OOS are not present.

5. Experimental settings and results

Images have been rescaled to a size of 320 × 180 pix-
els and normalised to the range [0,1]. Then, we randomly
selected 55% of the images for training, 20% for validation
and the remaining 25% for test. We have also employed
data augmentation through flipping, colour jitter and crop-
ping patches of 180×140 pixels. For the purpose of training
the CNN, we adopted a Mean Absolute Error between pre-
dicted attention maps and training maps as loss function.
The following hyper-parameters have been used: learning
rate 0.001; momentum 0.9; Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) as optimizer.

In order to properly evaluate the meaningfulness of the
predicted attention maps, we performed both objective and
subjective evaluation.

As an objective metric, we used the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) between the ground truth attention map and
the predicted one. The proposed approach achieves an
RMSE of 0.139. We propose this RMSE value as a bench-
mark for future works. RMSE produces a pixel-wise valua-
tion that does not fully capture the attention maps semantic.
Hence a subjective evaluation of the results has been per-
formed.

As a subjective evaluation, we define binary voting car-
ried out with the help of human inspection on the test set re-
sults. Frames and the respective predictions were analysed
side by side in order to check OOS areas with the proposed
method and to verify if their existence is correctly suggested
in the predicted attention maps. Each of the detected OOS
areas has been manually classified as:

Metrics Accuracy Precision Recall
Human Evaluation 78.84% 70.48% 87.99%

Table 1. Results achieved from the Human Evaluation.

Positive Negative
Positive 70.48% 29.51%
Negative 11.30% 88.69%

Table 2. Confusion matrix obtained from the Human Evaluation.

• True Positive: the prediction correctly highlights the
existence of the OOS.

• False Positive: the predicted attention map suggests an
attention region that is not in a true OOS area.

• False Negative: the OOS is not detected by the pro-
posed approach.

• True Negative: a frame and the related predicted atten-
tion map do not exhibit any OOS area.

Table 5 and Table 5 show the results and the confusion
matrix of the proposed human evaluation of the results ob-
tained with the proposed deep learning approach.

The lack of similar approaches for OOS detection in
literature makes hard a comparison with other state-of-art
methods. However, experimental results prove that the pro-
posed approach is promising since it achieves an Accuracy
of 78, 84% and a Recall of 87, 99% which remark that the
model is able to detect OOS areas with good performances.
This is also confirmed by qualitative results, as shown in
some example in Figure 2. For a better qualitative evalua-
tion of the obtained results, the reader can see a demo video
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at the following link: https://iplab.dmi.unict.
it/OOS/. On the other hand, a Precision of 70, 48%
shows that the CNN is encouraged to produce false posi-
tive. Predictions are strongly affected by the high variabil-
ity in size, lighting and different background of OOS areas.
For instance, the perspective distortion at the top shelves
is very emphasised and it makes the detection of OOS dif-
ficult. Some incorrect predictions are shown in Figure 3.
In such cases, the architecture has inaccurate predictions
due to the aforementioned issues that make the detection of
OOS hard. Moreover, the approach is strongly conditioned
by ground truth annotations which in this case is very weak.

6. Conclusions
In this work, we explore the problem of OOS detection

from an egocentric perspective in a retail environment by
extending the annotation of the EgoCart dataset and propos-
ing to predict attention maps useful to highlight the presence
of OOS. To this aim, we used a deep learning architecture
based on U-Net. This approach is evaluated objectively and
subjectively achieving good performance on the introduced
dataset. Future works can be devoted to extend this study
by employing different architectures as well as using depth
information in order to achieve better performances.

7. Final copy
You must include your signed IEEE copyright release
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this form before your paper can be published in the proceed-
ings.
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